This study proposes axioms for inconsistency indicators in pairwise comparisons. The new observation (by Szybowski), that "no P C submatrix may have a worse inconsistency indicator than the given P C matrix" is an essential simplification of the axiomatization. The goal of formulating axioms for all future definitions of new inconsistency indicators is difficult and as illusive as the inconsistency concept itself. This study improves the axiomatization proposed by Koczkodaj and Szwarc in 2014. As a side product, the new axiom allows to prevent approximation error aberrations of an arbitrarily large value in the input data.
with electoral systems based on pairwise comparisons. The exact date of the first text, "Artifitium electionis personarum" is not known but is probably between 1274 and 1283. However, it is easy to envision that the informal use of pairwise comparisons may go back antiquity since a hunter often needed to make a decision which of two stones may be better for a hatchet head.
The inconsistency concept in pairwise comparisons is in [6] but it is a cardinal (count) version. The inconsistent triads are counted in various ways. It should be stressed that in this study we do not attempt to provide an axiomatization for pairwise comparisons or even for the inconsistency. We provide axioms for inconsistency indicators. It is important to assume that assessments of experts are processed by allowing them to be altered after inconsistency is computed and localized.
Our searches indicate that the first axiomatization of inconsistency in pairwise comparisons was proposed in [9] and was followed by [3] . Regretfully, both need improvement. The lack of explicit extendibility to higher sizes was brought to the attention of the first author of [9] in [1] . The new version of [3] has been posted on arXiv (31 July 2015, see [2] ). However, axioms proposed by [3] and [2] endure two problems: uncalled-for mathematical complexity and lack of prevention of an approximation error of an arbitrary error (e.g., 10,000,000% or more)in the input. This is not what a proper inconsistency indicator should allow its user to enter. In fact, the detection property of the approximation error in the input was our goal. Two practical reasons against the implicit inclusion of it as an axiom are:
• the approximation error tolerance still seems to be a controversial issue,
• it is not easy to express in simple mathematical terms.
However, the elegant "monotonicity" axiom prevents the approximation error aberration in the input data. It is common sense to expect that a the inconsistency indicator of a PC sumbatrix B of a PC matrix A cannot be smaller that the inconsistency of a bigger PC matrix A. In fact intuition behind the bigger PC matrix the more inconsistency is undisputed. However, it also helps to support it with the mathematics. The number of matrix elements is n 2 while the number of triads is n 3 hence the number of elements in a matrix size is O(n 2 ) while the number of triads is O(n 3 ). It goes without saying that by increasing size of the given matrix, the number of triads increases and with it, the possibility for having triads that can be more inconsistent than any of the triads in the given matrix. Inconsistency indicator construction can be axiomatized constructively by taking natural concepts of the submatrix and the measure of the departure from the consistency condition in a triad by the rules of what resembles a metric notion in mathematics.
Axiomatization of the matrix inconsistency indicator
Let us introduce some auxiliary definitions and notations.
Definition 2.1. For n ∈ N, we call a n × n matrix A a pairwise comparisons matrix (P C matrix), if ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} a ij expresses ratios of entities (or alternatives) E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E n by positive real numbers.
Comment: it is not our goal to define PC matrix very precisely; it is enough to point out that it is a matrix with ratios of entities (sometimes called "alternatives" in the decision making) expressing often subjective preferences of one entity over the other. However, equalizing the ratios with E i /E j is not allowed since one of the entities could be, for example, reliability and robustness of software development process as its attributes.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that every P C matrix with positive real entries is reciprocal since [8] shows that every general P C matrix A can be converted to a reciprocal P C matrix by replacing a ij and a ji with geometric means of a ij and a ji (which is √ a ij · a ji ) and its reciprocal value 1 √ a ij ·a ji . For this reason, we will be using the term P C matrix for the reciprocal case. Definition 2.3. Given n ∈ N, we define
as the set of all P C matrix indexes of all possible triads in the upper triangle.
Inconsistency in pairwise comparisons occurs due to superfluous input data. As demonstrated in [10] , only n − 1 pairwise comparisons are needed to create the entire P C matrix for n entities while the upper triangle has n(n − 1)/2 comparisons and not all of them may be consistent with others. It is not necessarily "wrong" to have inconsistency since it can be used to improve the data acquisition but it is a definitely real necessity to have a "measure" of it.
Definition 2.5. Assume n < m, A and B are square matrices of degree n and m, respectively. We call A a submatrix of B (A ⊂ B), if ∃σ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , m} an increasing injection, such that ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
The above definition is illustrated by Fig. 1 . The PC matrix 3 × 3 is generated by triad ( ) so we need to delete all rows and all columns not containing these values. They happen to be rows and columns 1 and 4 (always of identical number for a reciprocal PC matrix).
Remark 2.6. Each submatrix of a P C matrix is also a P C matrix.
Let A and B be P C matrices. Each inconsistency indicator ii should satisfy the following set of axioms:
A.2 (COMPARISONS ORDER INVARIANCE)
ii(A) does not depend on the sequence order of entities when the same preferences are used.
A.4 (MONOTONICITY)
Reasons and comments:
A.1 is the most indisputable since it is based on the consistency condition introduced probably in [6] (if not earlier). It implies that the consistency indicator should be able to detect inconsistency in each triad. Similar axiom was introduced in [3] , where the existence of any unique element representing consistency was postulated. However, it seems reasonable to expect an inconsistency indicator to achieve value of 0 for a consistent matrix, since consistency is equivalent to the lack of inconsistency.
A.2 states that changes of the order of the entities (their permutation) should not change the inconsistency indicator. This axiom was also introduced, for the first time, in [3] in the equivalent form:
ii(P AP T ) = ii(A),
for any permutation matrix P .
Regretfully, it uses P C matrix for specification while the primary elements are entities (or alternatives), hence this version of the axiom is not only simpler but more adequate to P C method. However, credits for its introduction should be given to authors of [3] .
A.3 (formulated by JS) is crucial for any axiomatization. It represents a reasonable expectation that the worsening of all triads cannot make the entire matrix more consistent. At the same time, if we improve the triads, the inconsistency level should be reduced.
A.4 (formulated by JS) reflects the common sense perception of the inconsistency. The inconsistency indicator of what "is a part of" should not be greater than of what it was taken from. In other words, this axiom asserts that by extending the set of compared entities, we should expect that the inconsistency of the P C matrix may increase. However, the concept of a submatrix has been used since it decreases the size of a P C matrix from any n to 3 for which is generated by a single triad hence we can easily define the inconsistency indicator as a triad deviation.
A.5 (formulated by WWK) was introduced for compatibility purpose in applications. It is modeled by the probability and fuzzy set membership functions. From the mathematical point of view, it adds nothing of great importance but it gives a point of reference. In common parlance, this is expressed by "50-50 chance" for probability although 128 in 256 could be equally right. However, there is an important side effect of the normalization. For a well defined inconsistency indicator, we should be able to find the maximum value in a natural way. Regretfully, it is not always guaranteed for all existing inconsistency indicators.
The optionality of A.5 comes from a well known fact that every positive indicator d can be normalized by a simple mapping d/(1 + d) but its practical importance compels us to add it to our axiomatization. In fact, the automatic normalization by d/(1 + d) may not always be the best solution and in case of CI it was a problem.
Remark 2.7. We do not postulate the continuity since it would exclude an important (and evidently useful) discrete indicator 0-1 for checking whether or not there is inconsistency in a given P C matrix. We also do not consider properties A3 and A4 from [3] as axioms, since they seem to be too detailed and sophisticated, hence unnatural. The controversial issue of ii(A T ) is addressed in a separate section since it is too complex to address it by a sentence or two.
Example 2.8. The Koczkodaj's inconsistency indicator:
(defined in [7] and enhanced in [4] ) satisfies all the five axioms. Thus, Kii is consistent with the proposed system of axioms A.1-A.5.
Kii for the case of n = 3 is illustrated by 3D plot in Fig. 2 for the middle value of the triad set to 1.5 and the scale of 1 to 3 strongly recommended in [5] .
The plot in Fig. 2 is a section of a plot4D which is evidently impossible to provide. The middle variable (y) of a triad (x, y, z) was set to 1.5 so a plot3D could be produced for illustration purposes (mostly to show that Kii is not entirely trivial).
Example 2.9. Consider the consistency indicator defined in [11] as CI(A) = λmax−n n−1
, where λ max is the principle eigenvalue of A, and n = dim(A). Evidently, it satisfies axioms A.1, and A.2 but the satisfaction of A.3 is not evident. The intuition does not support the satisfaction of A.3 hence probably a counter example may be provided with the next version (the issue is still under investigation). However, it does not matter, since the following Proposition 2.10 provides a proof that A.4 and A.5 are not satisfied by CI. its principal eigenvalue is about 11.1, so its Saaty indicator
This, obviously, proves that CI is not normalized.
3 What went wrong with the axiomatization of Koczkodaj/Szwarc?
First of all, for a triad T = (x, y, z), only two of four cases have been considered: the increase or decrease of x and z. Two cases of:
1. x being increased and z being decreased 2. x decreased with z increased were overlooked. Secondly, the construction of P C matrices of the size n > 3 was not included in the axioms but assumed to be the same as for Koczkodaj's inconsistency indicator and it narrows the number of inconsistency indicators.
However, two counter-examples are correct. They show that something may go drastically wrong (tolerance of an approximation error in the input data of an arbitrary value) if an erroneous inconsistency indicator is used.
Axioms not to be included
In [3, 2] , a mathematically elegant axiom is included with
It is not included in our axiomatization since it is irrelevant. Why? First of all, it is not needed as the attached Fig. 3 presents. It seems that there is no problem but a bit careful examination reveals that it is the case which, in realistic terms, should never take place since Assessor 1 has exactly opposite assessments when compared with the same assessments of Assessor 2. It is highly unusual that six strangely ideally opposite assessments are at the level of winning a grad prize in most national lotteries (and realistic explanations leading to a possible "doctoring" data). Expecting that such strange assessments (and probably assessors) are equally inconsistent may be perceived as a mathematical hoax.
Both P C matrices in Fig. 3 have the same triads. By (1), such matrices should have the same inconsistency indicator. For unconvinced readers who see the beauty in postulating ii(A) = ii(A T ), let us recall that xdx = 1 1 x dx although it also looks nice and tempting to believe that the equality could take place. Simply, the trasposition of a P C matrix A has nothing to do with P C matrix A and the formulation of any axiom for it would unnecessarily increase their number. The exclusion of the axiom for the approximation error aberration was previously discussed with two reasons given.
Conclusions
Finally, the proper axiomatization has been proposed. It follows principles generally recognized for constructing all axiomatizations: simplicity, internal consistency, and independence. Certainly, the minimization is implicit since it is hard to imagine a system based on 10,000 axioms.
The proposed axioms are simple enough for most researchers who use pairwise comparisons to comprehend them for defining their own inconsistency indicators and the use in their applications. This is a report of a project in progress and there is still much to be done. 
